SYSTEM A-TURF® PREMIER XP

OVERVIEW

• Blended parallel-long slit film polyethylene fiber.
• Fiber twists when played on rather than lying flat, which resembles Mono turf after fibrillation.
• Typical rubber & sand or rubber-only infilled.

A-Turf® Premier XP field at Notre Dame High School – Easton, PA.
A-Turf Systems of choice also include a shorter pile (typically 1-3/4”), tufted in a denser fiber matrix that’s heavy in face weight (typically 40 – 50 oz. per square yard) and rich in plushness. Common infill options include sub-angular sand and Envirofill, a coated sand available in an attractive green color. This design always includes a ShockPad, so the system has resilience equal to well-conditioned natural grass for its life ... 12-15 years!

Specifications are subject to change without notice.